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Abstract. In this paper we present an analysis on MoLICC, an interaction
design language rooted in Semtiontic Engineering that perceives the user-system
interaction as a conversation between designer (the system) and user, bringing
focus to collaborative systems based on the 3C Model of Collaboration. In our
analysis, we present the different aspects of collaboration as deﬁned by the 3C
Model of Collaboration, presenting case scenarios and using them to verify the
language expressiveness.
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1 Introduction
Collaborative systems go beyond user-system interaction as they must allow users to
interact by cooperating, coordinating, and communicating with each other [1, 2]. These
systems present issues and challenges in several research ﬁelds regarding the process of
designing collaboration, especially considering the interaction design. The 3C Model of
Collaboration was ﬁrst proposed by [1], later improved by [2]. According to Fuks et al.
[2], 3C stands for Communication, Coordination and Cooperation, which are the basic
elements in collaborative systems, where they interact with one other in a cycle,
allowing collaboration to occur. Later, Fuks et al. [3] presented an analysis of the
various forms of relationship between each possible set of elements of the 3C model,
highlighting the importance of the interplay between the different aspects of
collaboration.
In previous works, we proposed MoLICC [4], an extension for the MoLIC language [5] based on the 3C Model of Collaboration. MoLIC [2] supports the designer in
modeling the interaction, focusing on the users’ goals and serving as an epistemic tool
to help the designer understand the problem to be solved. Adopting an
interaction-as-conversation metaphor, MoLIC allows designers to represent the interaction as a set of conversations that the user can have with the user interface to achieve
his goals. MoLIC is rooted in Semiotic Engineering (SemEng) [6], a theory that
considers the human-computer interaction to be a conversation between designer and
user, and as such, represents all computational artifacts as a kind of computer-mediated
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communication. According to SemEng, the user interface is the designer’s deputy,
conveying a one-shot message from the designer to the user. This message, called a
metacommunication message, represents the solution proposed by the designer about
her understanding of the users’ problems, needs and preferences, thus representing how
the user may interact with the system to achieve a range of anticipated (or unanticipated) goals.
In previous research, we studied the use of MoLICC in representative use cases
[7, 8] and analyzed the language notation [9]. To address the challenge of representing
the interaction of the different types of collaborative systems, we set out to answer the
following research question: How can MoLICC represent the collaborative interaction
on different types of systems?
In this paper, we present an analysis of the MoLICC language considering some
prototypical collaborative systems: time scheduling, social networks, and crowdsourcing. We focus on the interaction aspects and on the MoLICC expressiveness,
presenting possible interaction design solutions for each case and discussing how
MoLICC supports the identiﬁcation of design issues and the implications of certain
HCI design decisions.
The next section presents the background of this research, the MoLICC language,
its basis, the Semiotic Engineering and the 3C Model of Collaboration. Next, we
present each case scenario considering the 3C Model with a representation using
MoLICC, evaluating its efﬁcacy. We conclude by discussing the language’s potential
and possible problems, pointing to future studies.

2 Background
In this section, we briefly present the SemEng and the 3C Model of Collaboration,
followed by a description of MoLICC.

2.1

Semiotic Engineering

As mentioned, SemEng is based on communication, where the designer, using one or
more sign systems codiﬁed in the user interface of interactive systems, communicates
with the user. SemEng brings both designer and user together as interlocutors in the
communicative process during user-system interaction. The user interface is the
designer’s deputy, representing the designer at interaction time. Through the user
interface, the designer’s deputy must inform the user about the meaning of the artifact
(aka interface), expecting the user to understand and respond to it by interacting with
him [6].
The metacommunication message from designer to user can be paraphrased as
follows:
“Here is my understanding of who you are, what I’ve learned you want or need to
do, in which preferred ways, and why. This is the system that I have therefore designed
for you, and this is the way you can or should use it in order to fulﬁll a range of
purposes that fall within this vision” [6, p. 84].
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MoLIC was devised to encode the second part of the metacommunication message
(“This is the system…”). As MoLICC aims to support modelling the collaboration
aspects of interaction, the 3C Model of Collaboration was investigated to serve as a
conceptual foundation for the MoLICC extensions to MoLIC. The next sub-section
presents the 3C Model.
2.2

3C Model of Collaboration

Fuks et al. [2] proposed the 3C Model of Collaboration based on the work of Ellis, Gibs
and Reins [1]. They deﬁned that the collaboration process can be described by three
elements: communication, coordination, and cooperation. The Model focused on
groupware development, supporting the understanding of aspects involved in collaborative work.
Collaboration in the 3C Model occurs when the three elements work together as a
cycle, where each element provides a bit of the collaboration and prepares the next
element. One example of this application is the Conversation for Action, where
members of a work group communicate, negotiating the work and making decisions, so
they can coordinate their work in order to cooperate. This way, the communication
element provides the communication process among members, allowing them to make
commitments on the work to be performed. These commitments are then managed by a
coordination process. In the end, the cooperation allows members to work together in a
shared environment, where changes during the work take members to review their
commitments and possibly renegotiate their work during communication again, thus
restarting the cycle. Figure 1 shows how this conﬁguration of the 3C Model works.

Fig. 1. The 3C model of collaboration for conversation for action

As Conversation for Action, there are other conﬁgurations that the 3C Model can
achieve, grouping different kinds of collaborative systems, as previous studies have
already shown [3]. Based on the 3C Model, the MoLIC language was extended to
consider the collaboration aspects of interaction, resulting in a language called
MoLICC, presented in the next sub-section.
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MoLICC

MoLIC (Modeling Language for Interaction as Conversation) is an interaction design
language based on SemEng, ﬁrst proposed by Barbosa and Paula [5], later revised by
Silva and Barbosa [10] and Souza and Barbosa [4, 9]. The language allows designers to
represent the interaction as a set of possible conversations that the user can have with
the user interface (considered by the theory to be the designer’s deputy), expecting that
it is clearly presenting the metacommunication message conceived by the designer.
MoLIC serves as an epistemic tool, helping designers to improve their knowledge
about the problem to be solved.
In a MoLIC diagram, the designer can deﬁne the different possible conversation
topics, and the turn-taking utterances that users and designers can issue to advance the
conversation towards a goal or to change topic to achieve another goal. Figure 2
presents the main elements of the MoLIC language.

Fig. 2. Elements of the MoLIC language, where: a is the opening point; b is a ubiquitous
access; c is a user utterance; d is a conversation scene; e is a system processing; f is a designer
utterance; g is a breakdown utterance; and h is a closing point.

Considering the collaboration aspects, Souza and Barbosa [4] studied how the
concepts provided by the 3C Model could be incorporated in the language to allow
collaboration modeling. The proposal along with different studies led to a new version
of the language, revisiting the current elements and proposing new elements, called
MoLICC [7–9]. MoLICC elements allow designers to represent conversation among
users and awareness aspects, supporting group work and cooperation. Figure 3 presents
the new elements.
The next section presents the methodology we followed to study how collaboration
can be represented with the language, analyzing its expressiveness based on the 3C
Model of Collaboration.
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Fig. 3. Collaborative elements incorporated in MoLICC, where: a is the Incoming Message
Indicator (IMI); b is the Outgoing Message Indicator (OMI); and c is the Shared Spaced Indicator
(SSI).

3 Methodology
The MoLICC language evolved based on the 3C Model, and was tested with potential
users [7, 8] and revised using a cognitive approach [9]. So far, we studied how well the
interaction aspects are accomplished and how designers understand the new elements.
In this paper, we are interested in understanding how well the language can adapt
considering the different kinds of collaboration, as the 3C Model shows. To verify the
language usage, we considered three kinds of systems: Time Scheduling, Social Network, and Crowdsourcing.
For each kind of system, we described a practical case based on the 3C model, and
proposed a solution using the MoLICC language.
In the next section, we present the results of the study, the proposed model and
reflections on the collaboration aspects and how it is presented in the language.

4 Studied Cases and Analysis Results
In this section, we present each type of system studied and, based on the 3C Model, we
present a discussion on the collaboration aspects and a possible solution using
MoLICC.

4.1

Time Scheduling

Arranging meetings and events in general can be a challenge when having a reasonably
large group. The scheduling system takes the 3C form Coordination → Communication → Cooperation, where coordination is the scheduling, communication allows
users to negotiate and select dates, and during cooperation users select their available
dates.
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In Fig. 4 we present a possible solution, where a user can create schedules and
share it with other users. When a new schedule is shared with the user (OMI M1: New
Schedule invitation), he can then choose his preferred dates (scenes “View Appointment” and “Solve Scheduling”), and in the process see the other users’ interaction with
the schedule, and therefore their choices (within the SSI). The user who owns the
schedule can ﬁnish the process by reviewing the selected dates and choosing the best
option (scene “Solve Scheduling”).

u: enter calendar
M1: New Schedule Invitation (User)
M2: Schedule Solved (User)
M3: Schedule finished (User)

View Calendar
d: calendar
d: appointments
d: pending appointments

M1

Create Scheduling
u: create schedule

d+u: appointment name
d+u: date
d+u: users

u: exit

u: schedule
d: schedule created

M1
New Schedule Invitation
User

Scheduling Solve

M3

u: view appointment

Scheduling finished
User

M1: New Schedule Invitation (User)
M2: Schedule Solved (User)
M3: Schedule finished (User)
Solve Scheduling

u: back
d: schedule solved

d: possible dates
d: set(user, dates)
d+u: choosen date

u: solve schedule
u: cancel

precond: owner
d: review and solve event

View Appointment
d: invited users
d: possible dates
d: set(user, dates)
d+u: available dates

precond: not solved
u: solve appointment
u: cancel

d: schedule solved

u: solve schedule

precond: not owner
d: choose dates

Solve Scheduling
d: possible dates
d+u: available dates

M1: New Schedule Invitation (User)
M2: Schedule Solved (User)
M3: Schedule finished (User)

M2
Schedule Solved

M1: New Schedule Invitation (User)
M2: Schedule Solved (User)
M3: Schedule finished (User)

User

User

r: Scheduling
rw: set(user, dates)

Fig. 4. MoLICC model for the time scheduling example

As the model shows, communication happens through the interaction of each user
with the system, and not necessarily based on direct conversation such as chat or video
conferencing. Decisions related to closing an event and choosing the best date is up to
the users. This way, the interaction model focuses on providing the necessary tools to
improve the process of scheduling an event collaboratively.
In conclusion, the SSI allow users to cooperate when choosing their best dates and
ﬁnishing an schedule, as well as the OMI and IMI inform users about important
decisions made for an speciﬁc schedule. On the other hand, as the cooperation relies on
the users, it is not possible to represent the synchronization of the users (only between
each user and the system), along with possible communication breakdown between
them.
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Social Network

Social Networks rely on more informal communication and interaction, where the
users’ main intention is to communicate with others. This way, this kind of system
takes the conﬁguration Cooperation → Communication → Coordination, where
cooperation is the users’ act of sharing their proﬁles with others, communication
provides information exchange among users and coordination occurs when users add or
invite others, so they can create and share their proﬁles.
In Fig. 5 we propose a model where the designers help the users to be aware of who
is online and whether they can communicate, in this case using chat.
M1
Friend went online
User (precond: is friend)

precond: loged
u: enter network

precond: not loged
u: enter network
M1: Friend went online (User)
M2: Friend went offline (User)
M3: New post shared (User)
M4: Message sent (User)

M2
Friend went offline

View Profile
d: set(offline friends)
d: set(online friends)
d: (posts)
d+u: post

M1

Log in

u: Create schedule

u: exit

User (precond: is friend)

d+u: (user, password)

d: Logged in

d: user or password
is incorrect

u: Log in

M1
Friend went online

u: Use chat

User (precond: is friend)

Chat

M1: Friend went online (User)
M2: Friend went offline (User)
M3: New post shared (User)
M4: Message sent (User)

u: back

Use Chat
d: set(online friends)
d: set(friends in chat)
u+d: invite friend to chat

Use Chat

u: chat with A

d: chat log
d+u: new message

u: message
sent
M1: Friend went online (User)
M2: Friend went offline (User)
M3: New post shared (User)
M4: Message sent (User)
User

u: back

u: send
M4
Message sent
User

rw: friends in chat
rw: chat log

Fig. 5. MoLICC model for the social network example

As the model shows, the users are informed through the IMI and OMI elements
when someone changes their status to online or offline (OMIs M1: Friend went online
and M2: Friend went offline). There is no guarantee that the user will be aware during
interaction and that the information is either enough or too much, but as we consider this
as a concrete user interface (and not interaction) issue, it is out of the scope of MoLICC
diagrams. In this example, we can consider MoLICC capable of representing what the
system will present to the user, and that the user is able to receive and understand the
message. On the other hand, the awareness that OMI and IMI provides with messages
from other users, as well as the other users’ status, is subjective and may distract the
user. MoLICC does not provide an element to handle this kind of breakdown, different
from communication breakdowns between user and designer’s deputy [11].
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Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing systems are more domain speciﬁc, focusing on cooperation, where
users work together to create a product or knowledge based on this cooperation.
In this domain, the 3C Model takes the conﬁguration Cooperation → Coordination → Communication, where cooperation provides ways to share an object with
users, coordination guarantees that there is no conflict between different works, and
communication contributes on planning and work division.
Let us consider the example of a translation-on-demand service, where users can
ﬁnd language specialists to request the translation of a document (scene “Request
Translation” in Fig. 7). This way, translators share their proﬁle and receive requests
from users. During the translation work, the user who made the request can intervene in
the translation process and be informed about its progress (SSI in Figs. 6 and 7).
Figure 6 presents a model for the translator role, and Fig. 7 presents a model for the
requester’s role.

precond: loged
u: enter network

precond: not loged
u: enter network

View Profile
M1: New translation requested (User)
M1

Log in

d: set(translation
request)
d: earnings
d: rank

u: Create schedule
u: exit

d+u: (user, password)

M2

u: Log in
d: Logged in

Translation started

d: user or password
is incorrect

User

d: translation finished
u: Solve request

Translation

M3
Translation finished
User

u: back

u: finish translation

M4: Message sent (User)

Translate Document
d: Document
d+u: Translation
d: chat log

u: chat

Use Chat

u: back

d: chat log
d+u: new message
u: send

M4: Message sent (User)

u: message
sent

M4
Message sent
User

User
Translator

r: Document
rw: Transation
rw: Chat log

Fig. 6. MoLICC model for the crowdsourcing example of a translation request system,
presenting the translator’s role view

As Fig. 6 presents, the main feature of the system is related to cooperation, where
the translator receives requests from users (OMI M1: New translation requested), and
whose work can be observed during translation (OMI M2: Translation started, and both
SSIs). In this scenario, the main object is shared (Object “Document” in SSI) (other
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examples include crowdfunding systems), but only one user has writing privileges
during cooperation, avoiding any possible conflict.
In cases where one or more cooperation objects are shared with many users, such as
coding, mapping or group translation, a design solution more oriented to concurrency is
required, which we can somehow represent with MoLICC, due to the concurrent
information propagation that the SSI provides.

Request Translation
u+d: select lang uage
d: set(translator, rank, cost)
d+u: uplo ad document

d: Loged in
precond: not loged
u: enter network

precond: loged
u: enter network

u: request translation for T
M1
New translation requ ested
Translator T

View Profile

Log in

d: translation requested

u: Create schedule

d: set(requested translations)
d: set(finished tra nslatio ns)
d: set(ong oing tr anslatio ns)

d+u: (user, passwo rd)

M2: Translation started (Translator)
M3: Translation finished (Translator)
u: Log in

d: Logged in

d: user or password
is incorrect

u: view translation
Translation

M3

M3: Translation finished
M4: Message sent (Translator)
u: back
u: exit
Translate Document
Use Chat

u: chat
d: Document
d: Translation
d: chat log

u: back

d: chat log
d+u: new me ssage

M4

u: send
u: message
sent

Message sent
User

User
Translator

r: Document
r: Transation
rw: Chat log

Fig. 7. MoLICC model for the crowdsourcing example of a translation request system,
presenting the requester’s view

MoLICC provides ways to represent concurrency with SSI, and information
sharing with OMI and IMI, allowing an interaction model to focus on cooperation.
Along with the previous cases, we can see that communication among users can be
achieved by different alternatives, including interaction with OMI and IMI to share
information a chatting. MoLICC can also represent video conferencing, providing the
audio and video as shared object inside the SSI.

4.4

Conclusions

As we delved into the aspects of the 3C Model, collaborative use cases became more
complex, pushing the MoLICC representation to its limits. As human factors are
essential to collaboration, we are aware that MoLICCs’ models, such as the ones we
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presented, cannot deﬁne or predict how the system will influence group work, or how
the expected awareness can work. Moreover, cultural differences that cannot be
modeled can also influence group work.
From the design point of view, the ability to conceive and model human interaction
can shed some light on interaction problems earlier, as well as collaboration problems.
Considering the intention of documentation and planning, MoLICC was shown to
support modeling collaboration. The next section presents the concluding remarks of
the research.

5 Concluding Remarks
Considering the different collaboration aspects provided by the 3C Model of Collaboration, we were able to depict use cases using MoLICC. In previous research, Souza
and Barbosa [4] demonstrated that the language is capable of representing another 3C
Model conﬁguration, Cooperation → Coordination → Communication, designing a
system for synchronized document editing.
Designing each use case led us to uncover two limitations of the language.
MoLICC showed no explicit support to recover from possible breakdowns related to
collaboration, as well as aspects related to the users’ understanding and information
overload. We still do not know if the current elements can allow this representation or
the cost to adapt the language.
Regarding the second problem, MoLICC still lacks a tool to support inspection of
the collaboration design. Such tool could support designers to understand possible
problems in collaboration, such as different cooperation dynamics for the same model
and possible information overload. Regarding interaction inspection, Lopes et al. [12]
proposed a technique to support inspection of a MoLIC diagram based on gamiﬁcation,
not including the collaboration extension.
In future works, we will propose a way of representing collaboration breakdowns,
studying how breakdowns occur. Also, we intend to investigate how to provide support
to verify and locate collaboration-related problems in a MoLICC diagram.
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